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The GDPR reflects a global step change in liability for data
security and privacy breaches

The GDPR formalises an existing trend to compensate those
affected by data security and privacy breaches
Perceived and anticipated increases
in litigation in EU Member States

Insurance has a key role to play in a
society that recognises the effect of
breaches on individuals
Various Claimants v WM Morrisons [2017]
‘there is a sufficient connection between the position
in which [the employee] was employed and his
wrongful conduct…to make it right for Morrisons to be
held liable “under the principle of social justice”’

Source: Personal Data: the new oil and its toxic legacy under the
General Data Protection Regulation, November 2017, DAC Beachcroft.

‘[concerns over “eye-watering liability” on data
controllers] are almost certainly overstated…I have
not been referred to a single case in which it is said
that vicarious liability had overwhelmed a company. I
have no doubt this is because many commercial
entities will cover the potential issues by appropriate
insurance’
The Hon Mt Justice Langstaff

… beyond data breaches.

Cyber liability extends...
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Session 2 - The increasing
role of cyber insurance
within the risk management
process

Proposal for a Cyber Risk Governance Model
from FERMA and ECIIA

Our proposal: a
cyber risk
governance
group
www.ferma.eu
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Session 3 - Addressing the
gaps in incident data and
advances in modelling
capacity

Modelling of Cyber Insurance Coverages Offered Today
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Lloyd’s Report Illustrates Protection Gap
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What is Likelihood of Cloud Downtime Event?
Distribution of Historical Events
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Leveraging Historical Incident and Claims Data to
Determine Breach Probability

Random Forest
Machine Learning

Insurance Claims Data

Cyber Industry
Exposures
Breach Probabilities

Breach Event Set

Session 4 - Enhancing the
contribution of reinsurance
and capital markets

Cyber accumulation
Dr. Maya Bundt
Head Cyber & Digital Solutions, Swiss Re
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Sybil logic bomb

Cloud down

7 - 15 bn

Counting the
cost

4.5 - 15 tr
1.5 - 3 bn

5 - 53 bn
0.6 - 8 bn
243 - 1000 bn

10 – 28 bn

21 - 71 bn

0.7 – 2 bn
Counting the
cost

Business black out
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Cyber accumulation modelling for reinsurance capacity control
Future
Shortfall
approach

Now
Granular
scenarios

A couple of
years back
A few years ago

Footprint
analysis

EML (Expected
Maximum Loss)like statistical
method

Many years ago
Stacking up of
limits
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Legal notice
©2018 Swiss Re. All rights reserved. You are not permitted to create any modifications
or derivative works of this presentation or to use it for commercial or other public purposes
without the prior written permission of Swiss Re.
The information and opinions contained in the presentation are provided as at the date of
the presentation and are subject to change without notice. Although the information used
was taken from reliable sources, Swiss Re does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy
or comprehensiveness of the details given. All liability for the accuracy and completeness
thereof or for any damage or loss resulting from the use of the information contained in this
presentation is expressly excluded. Under no circumstances shall Swiss Re or its Group
companies be liable for any financial or consequential loss relating to this presentation.
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Non-affirmative Cyber cover:
Silent contracts but increasingly noisy risk

Didier PARSOIRE
Chief Underwriting Officer, Cyber Solutions

Silent Cover: when a new peril arises in an established Market
Different forms of cyber cover

Found where ?

Exposure ?

+
Cyber Policy
Cyber Affirmative
Cover
Cyber Extensions in Standard policy

Implied cover in « All risks » policy for direct and
contingent loss (e.g. property damage, bodily injury,
loss caused by service interruption)

Known
(should be)
Known

Badly
known

Legacy wordings coming from a world of tangible risks
not fit to Cyber threats / intangible assets and raising
interpretation issues (e.g. « physical loss »)
Silent cover

Cyber exclusion clauses / write-back endorsements
badly worded or not consistent with policy, causing
cover gaps (e.g. causation chain, IT loss definitions)
Challenge of cyber-attack attribution: makes terror/war
exclusions ineffective and deep pocket liability likely to
arise

Unknown
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Non-affirmative Cover but Affirmative Exposure
More and more pervasive digitalization in the
society …

 K&R policies triggered by the ransomware WannaCry (May 2017)

Connected objects
New business models

Cyberspace as
a battlefield

Geopolitical
tensions

 Property policies may respond to cyber attacks causing physical
damage:
− German steel plant (2014): physical damage to the blast furnace
− Near-miss in the Middle-East (2017): hackers tried to modify
industrial safety systems to prevent them from detecting
dangerous operating conditions (TRITON Attack)

Technologies

Profound
Digital
Evolutions

… leads to increasing exposure of traditional lines

Usage

(*)
Increased
interpenetration of digital
& physical worlds

 Raising regulatory pressure may increase Cyber D&O claims
− Home Depot, Target, Wyndham: unsuccessful lawsuits against
directors – Equifax: on-going case
− 2017 regulation by NY State Department of Financial Services and
GDPR may change the balance

Regulations
Regulatory pressure to
better protect against
Cyber breaches

 In General Liability, most cases based on personal injury arising out
of breach of personal information were dismissed so far but exposure
to bodily injury is bound to grow, in particular in the fields of medical
equipment & services, home appliances, transportation, etc.
(*) Note on Triton Cyber Attack soon available at www.scor.com
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Along the risk transfer chain:
Non-affirmative cover or non-affirmative underwriting?
Subject exposure:

Form of cyber cover
Silent

Write back &
extensions

Standard lines (P&C, Specialties)

Cyber products
(standard)

Cyber products
(comprehensive)

Cyber & Tech

Insurance Lines:
Cyber & Tech
Reinsurance Lines:

Standard lines (P&C, Specialties)
4

Short-Term
Short-Tail
Cyber Is Still a Short-Tail Business … for Now

© 2017 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Losses Tell the Growth Story
• The market is growing in a specific way
– Vertical growth appears to be slowing
– Horizontal growth is increasing rapidly
• Result:
– More programs at US$100-500 mn
– Some upward movement in limit for underinsureds
– Increased cyber adoption by uninsureds
– But, we’ll have to wait for US$1 bn to become widely
available
• Meanwhile, economic losses would still exceed the
largest coverage limits in place
– 8 of 9 PCS Global Cyber loss events exceeded
coverage limits
– Southwest Airlines is the one exception
• Equifax and Merck likely 2X the US$600 mn thought to
be the market’s largest cyber program

How 2017 Would Could Have Looked
Insured

Insured Loss

Economic Loss

Equifax

US$125 mn

> US$1 bn

Merck

US$275 mn

> US$1.5 bn

FedEx

US$0

> US$300 mn

Maersk

US$0

US$300 mn

Nuance Comms

US$30 mn

UNK

Others

US$0

US$600 mn

• With full penetration: industry loss > US$3.5 bn
• With towers at $3-500 mn: industry loss > US$2 bn
• At current levels: industry loss = US$430 mn
With data from PCS Global Cyber, Capsicum Re and
PCS internal research

© 2017 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Why Cyber ILWs Make Sense Now (and for a While)
• Few large risk losses are within coverage limits (8 of 9 XS
US$20 million since 2013)
• Large risk losses still take time to adjust when they blow
through the top of the tower
• Meanwhile … it’s easier to provide an accurate projected
ultimate loss than final adjusted loss number when:
– The cause of the event is fairly clear (as cyber)
– The economic loss far exceeds the insured’s protection
• Basically, you can have settled industry losses for cyber
events long before you have final loss numbers for the
underlying programs

Benefits of Cyber ILWs
Contract settlement ahead of UNL
(potentially by 12+ months)
Independent third-party “scorekeeper”
Reduced risk of arbitration/litigation
Simplified trigger structure and contract
wordings
Reduced basis risk (through
economic/insured mismatch)
Faster and simpler decision making

• This means that you can settle affirmative cyber ILWs long
before the underlying losses are sorted out

© 2017 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Why the Re/Insurance Sector Needs Cyber ILWs
• It’ll help with retro – generally assumed that a cyber
reinsurance capacity crunch could be around the corner
• Horizontal growth (rather than vertical) could consume lots
of primary market capacity, creating knock-on effects for
reinsurance and retro – if the market’s tight now, it’s only
going to get tighter!
• The ILS community should find it easier to take on cyber
risk when it’s on an ILW basis
• Everyone needs more tools for risk and capital
management – there’s more to life than quota shares!

• The good folks at PCS do need to put food on the table …

© 2017 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Session 5 - Providing
greater clarity on coverage "policyholder" perspective

Confidential

Cyber Insurance: Challenges for a USEFUL coverage
• Solve the problem of dialog with insurers: The insurer
is going to ask for our securiry level, are we ready for
that ?
• Find its way among the numerous insurance offering
and their relevance to the risk exposure

• Problem of reputation in the event of a claim

• Following a claim, the insurer might conduct an
expertise … and we may not look favorably to
this practice.
1

Providing greater clarity in coverage:
‘Policyholder’ perspective
Joel Wood
Senior Vice President,
Government Affairs
The Council of Insurance
Agents & Brokers
February 23, 2018

Cyber Insurance: Industry Snapshot
 31%

of respondents’ clients purchased at least some form of cyber coverage

 39%

of respondents’ clients increased their coverage in the past six months

 97%

of respondents noted that capacity in the market is either plentiful or
increasing

 69%

of those with cyber insurance have standalone policies

 $5 million is the typical cyber insurance policy limit
 62%
of respondents said premium prices generally decreased over the last six
months

Source: CIAB Cyber Market Watch Survey

Cyber Risk Concerns
• “60 percent of SMBs that face a cyber attack go out of
business within 6 months.”
• Source: National Cyber Security Alliance
• Average cost of a data breach? $3.6 million
• Source: Ponemon Institute and IBM Security
• “Almost 50 percent of small businesses have experienced a
cyber attack.”
• Source: National Cyber Security Alliance
• It’s not a matter of “if,” its “when”
• Know Your Risk
• Most breaches occur on small and mid-sized organizations

Cyber Insurance Industry Concerns
• Aggregate loss scenarios
• Total losses of $53 billion in 2-3 days ($121 probably
maximum loss)
• Source: Counting The Cost: Lloyd’s
& Cyence

• Inconsistent policy language
• Lack of historical data

Is there adequate clarity
from carriers as to what is
covered and what is
excluded in a cyber policy?
Yes

Somewhat

• CIDAR: Cyber Incident Data and Analysis Repository

• Constantly evolving risk landscape
• Lack of historical case law
• Inconsistent regulation

No

Current State of Cyber Insurance Market
• Take-up rate among SMBs
• 25-30 percent since Council Cyber Survey began
in Fall 2015
• Increase in demand has not translated to purchase
of a policy
• Capacity remains plentiful
• Underwriting
• Market needs significant “tightening up” in
carrier underwriting practices
• Embedded coverage vs standalone
• Standalone remains inadequate, according to
respondents

Have you seen capacity issues
in the market?
Somewhat
Yes

No

Did you see a significant
tightening up in carrier
underwriting practices

No

Somewhat

Regulatory Front
• EU’s Global Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
• The US National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) Proposed
Cybersecurity Rule
• New York District of Financial Services (NYDFS) Cybersecurity Regulation
• Potential prescriptive model for other states or federal government to
follow
• Uniform data breach notification law (currently 47 state laws + DC)
• Ease compliance burdens for organization across state lines

What’s Next

Session 6 - Providing
greater clarity on coverage insurer perspective

GDV´s non-binding general terms and conditions for
cyber risk insurance
Nils Hellberg, German Insurance Association (GDV), Berlin
OECD Conference on Cyber Insurance Market, 22 – 23 February 2018, Session 6
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Where do we come from?
Uncertainties, few offers and hardly any demand from SMEs
 Only few insurers offer cyber risk insurance on the German market
 Virtually no demand for cyber risk insurance from SMEs
 Majority of SMEs consider themselves not endangered by cyber attacks and
well enough protected
 Existing wordings differ greatly. Insurance coverages require lots of
explanation. Customers and brokers also want a guideline
 Many SMEs believe that their existing insurance cover provide adequate
protection
 In case of existing ICT security gaps, cost-intensive investments in ICT are
necessary to obtain insurance cover
 Need for non-binding model terms and conditions and non-binding risk
assessment tool

Nils Hellberg, German Insurance Association (GDV)
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GDV´s model terms and conditions for cyber risk insurance
Part A: Components of cover, especially ...
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Definitions (e.g. of financial loss)
Insured event: first discovery
Also non-targeted attacks are covered
Obligations to ensure IT security
General exclusions
Priority of cyber risk insurance
to other insurance contracts

•
•
•

•

•

Basic
Component

ServiceCost
Component

First-Party
Loss
Component

Third-Party
Loss
Component

Business interruption/Loss
of income
Data recovery
Also losses caused by own
employees are covered

•

Forensic science/Loss
assessment expenses
Costs due to legal reporting
requirements, notification
expenses and call centre services
Crisis communication and PR
activities
Expenses prior to the occurrence
of the insured event

• Legal liability as a result of
Information Security Breach
• Indemnification and defense
claim
• Can be extended to
contractual penalties asserted
by e-payment service
providers

Part B: General components of cyber risk insurance
Nils Hellberg, German Insurance Association (GDV)
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Where do we want to go?
The economy and insurers will (have to) arm themselves
 GDV´s non-binding model wording and risk assessment tool give the market
its requested orientation
 GDV is going to build up business statistics and risk statistics
 New data protection rules and possible coalition agreement CDU / CSU / SPD
on cyber security: increasing cyber security is a declared aim
 GDV´s communication campaign: higher level of cyber security and insurance
coverage is needed to protect companies properly
 Both, cyber security within SMEs and also supply and demand of cyber
insurances for SMEs will increase
 Also the insured losses will increase
 @ all market participants: Let´s keep on talking...

Nils Hellberg, German Insurance Association (GDV)
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Let´s keep in contact
Nils Hellberg
Head of Liability, Credit, Marine, Aviation, Accident and
Legal Expenses Insurance, Assistance, Statistics
German Insurance Association/
Gesamtverband der Deutschen Versicherungswirtschaft e.V. (GDV)
Wilhelmstrasse 43 / 43 G, 10117 Berlin, Germany
phone:
+49 - (0)30 - 20205310
mobile:
+49 - (0)172 - 3995839
fax:
+49 - (0)30 - 20206310
n.hellberg@gdv.de
www.gdv.de

Nils Hellberg, German Insurance Association (GDV)

Closing session Supporting the development
of an effective cyber
insurance market - the way
forward

Proposed recommendations for business
•

To effectively manage cyber risks, businesses should enhance their understanding of the
risks that they face and the potential financial consequences.

•

Businesses should contribute to an improved understanding of cyber risks by sharing
information on the occurrence and impact of cyber incidents that have affected their
operations, potentially through enhanced public disclosure of cyber risks and incidents.

•

Businesses should augment the level of information on cyber security processes and
practices that they share with underwriters who in turn must demonstrate their ability to
protect sensitive information and add value as risk management advisors.

Proposed recommendations for the (re)insurance sector
•

Insurance companies should provide greater clarity on the coverage that they are offering
for cyber risk and where that coverage is being offered, including: (i) a clear statement
about the coverage for cyber risk in traditional policies; and (ii) harmonised terminology for
defining the coverage provided for different incident types and losses as well as greater
consistency in terms of the triggers for that coverage.

•

Insurance companies should expand the scope of coverage provided for cyber risks,
including for existing risks not normally covered by insurance policies and for new types of
losses that may emerge as a result of an evolving cyber risk environment.

•

Reinsurance markets (traditional and alternative) should expand the scope of coverage
that they make available to primary insurers for cyber risks. The case for any government
intervention in providing a backstop for catastrophic cyber losses needs to be made by the
reinsurance sector.

Proposed recommendation for brokers

•

Brokers should invest more in educating their clients on how to assess their financial
exposures and insurance companies on better aligning their products to client needs.

Proposed recommendations for government
•

Governments should recognise the potential contribution of insurance to risk management
in national strategies for addressing digital security risks.

•

Governments should facilitate information sharing on cyber threats and incidents by
sharing the threat information available to them and encouraging greater disclosure and/or
information sharing on incidents by affected businesses (including by addressing any legal
impediments to information sharing).

•

Governments should ensure that the cyber insurance market is increasing clarity and
reducing complexity in the products that they offer. Where necessary, supervisory
guidance could be established to encourage greater clarity about coverage being offered
(with consideration of the potential benefits of international coordination).

•

Governments should not impose overly stringent regulatory or supervisory requirements
on insurance (or reinsurance) companies offering coverage.

What actions would make the most important contribution to developing a vibrant
cyber insurance market?
More information sharing on cyber security practices
Better reporting of incidents and impacts
Better quantification of cyber risk
Expand coverage provided (primary insurers)
Expand coverage provided (reinsurers)
Harmonisation of terminology for defining coverage
Greater clarity on coverage provided
Better education of insurers on coverage needs
Better education of clients on assessing cyber exposures
Regulatory requirements that are not overly stringent
Guidance to ensure sufficient clarity on cyber risk coverage
Facilitating information sharing on threats and incidents
Recognition of contribution of insurance in national digital security strategies

Governments
Brokers

Insurers/ reinsurers
Business
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